Experiment 3 - Adaptation scenario analysis in INAscene

INA package

This package implements impact network analysis (INA), an analysis of the effects of information and other technologies on regional outcomes such as the establishment of an invasive pathogen, through linked socioeconomic networks and biophysical networks.

```
library(INApreliminary)
library(plot3D)
```

The following examples illustrate the types of questions from Experiment 3 in Garrett 2020.

This experiment illustrates an analysis of how system components can be modified to compensate for global change factors such as climate change. Other similar challenges to the system might be changes in invasive population genotypes that make them better able to establish (antibiotic/pesticide resistance, adaptation to host resistance, adaptation to climate conditions, etc.). In this scenario analysis, global change effects are represented by changes in environmental conduciveness to establishment or persistence of a species, reflected in the probability of establishment. The scenario starts with the default model parameters (Table 2). For simplicity, underlying environmental conduciveness is the same at all nodes for a given time step, so that the mean probability of establishment is the same at each land unit node.

Experiment 3A Adaptation for sustainability - press stressor

In the ‘adaptation for sustainability’ scenario, conduciveness to establishment increases and remains steady over time, as a press stressor. The probability of establishment at a baseline of 0.5 is compared to a new scenario with the probability of establishment at 0.9, where this is the probability of establishment without management.

```
sens.exp3a.maneffmean.5 <-
  INAscene(
    nreals = 20,
    ... 
```
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
numnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.05,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.5,
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.5,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
jt2 <- sens.exp3a.maneffmean.5$multout

jt2$probestabmean # the probabilities of establishment that were evaluated

## [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates

## [1] 0.003 0.005 0.015 0.037 0.093 0.166 0.208 0.318 0.445 0.528 0.539

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the mean probability of establishment
plot(
  jt2$probestabmean,
  jt2$mestab,
  xlab = 'Mean probability of establishment',
  ylab = 'Proportion nodes with invasive established',
  ylim = c(0, 1),
  col = 'red',
  pch = 16
)
lines(jt2$probestabmean, jt2$mestab, col = 'red')

# also indicate the 95th percentile
lines(jt2$probestabmean, jt2$estab95, col='red', lty=2)

# also indicate the 5th percentile
lines(jt2$probestabmean, jt2$estab5, col='red', lty=2)
Under the previous environmental condition scenario, the mean probability of establishment, 0.5, resulted in a proportion of around 0.2 with establishment. For a new probability of establishment of 0.9, the proportion nodes with establishment is around 0.5.

What corresponding change in the potential adaptation parameters would be needed to bring the resulting rate of establishment down to 0.5 even when the establishment probability is 0.9?

Consider modifying the management effect size mean, through a better management technology.

First, what was the response to changing the management effect size mean in the old environment?

```r
sens.exp3a.probestabmean.5 <- INAscene(
  nreals = 20,
  ntimesteps = 5,
  doplot = F,
  readgeocoords = F,
  geocoords = NA,
  numnodes = 50,
  xrange = c(0, 50),
  yrange = c(0, 50),
  randgeo = T,
  readinitinfo = F,
  initinfo = NA,
  initinfo.norp = 'prop',
  initinfo.n = NA,
  initinfo.p = 0.05,
  initinfo.dist = 'random',
  readinitbio = F,
  initbio = NA,
  initbio.norp = 'prop',
  initbio.n = NA,
  initbio.p = 0.05,
)```
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.5,
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.5,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 11"

t2 <- sens.exp3a.probestabmean.5$multout

jt2$maneffmean # the set of management effect means

## [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates

## [1] 0.243 0.221 0.265 0.210 0.188 0.163 0.160 0.089 0.088 0.085 0.122
# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the management effect mean

```
plot(
  jt2$maneffmean,
  jt2$mestab,
  xlab = 'Management effect mean',
  ylab = 'Proportion nodes with invasive established',
  ylim = c(0, 1),
  col = 'red',
  pch = 16
)
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$mestab, col='red')
```

# also indicate the 95th percentile

```
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$estab95, col='red', lty=2)
```

# also indicate the 5th percentile

```
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$estab5, col='red', lty=2)
```

```
# scenario where the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.9 and the#
# management effect size mean maneffmean is being varied

sens.exp3a.probestabmean.9 <-
  INAscene(
    nreals = 20,
    ntimesteps = 5,
    doplot = F,
    readgeocoords = F,
    
```
```r
geocoords = NA,
numnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.05,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampha = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampha = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.5,
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.9,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
```

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
jt2 <- sens.exp3a.probestabmean.9$multout

jt2$maneffmean # the management effect means that were evaluated

# [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates

# [1] 0.650 0.643 0.634 0.571 0.555 0.482 0.489 0.396 0.389 0.360 0.352

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the mean management effect

plot(
  jt2$maneffmean,
  jt2$mestab,
  xlab = 'Management effect mean',
  ylab = 'Proportion nodes with invasive established',
  ylim = c(0, 1),
  col = 'red',
  pch = 16
)
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$mestab, col='red')

# also indicate the 95th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$estab95, col='red', lty=2)

# also indicate the 5th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffmean, jt2$estab5, col='red', lty=2)
Increasing the mean management effect alone is not sufficient to sustain an invasion proportion of approximately 0.2. Even at manneffmean=1.0, the proportion establishment is somewhat greater.

What about modifying the probability of adoption along with the mean management effect, to try to achieve sustainability in the new climate scenario?

```r
# scenario where the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.9 and the
# probability of adoption probadoptmean and the management effect mean
# maneffmean are both being varied

sens.exp3a.probestabmean.9a <-
  INAscene(
    nreals = 20,
    ntimesteps = 5,
    doplot = F,
    readgeocoords = F,
    geocoords = NA,
    numnodes = 50,
    xrange = c(0, 50),
    yrange = c(0, 50),
    randgeo = T,
    readinitinfo = F,
    initinfo = NA,
    initinfo.norp = 'prop',
    initinfo.n = NA,
    initinfo.p = 0.05,
    initinfo.dist = 'random',
    readinitbio = F,
    initbio = NA,
    initbio.norp = 'prop',
    initbio.n = NA,
    initbio.p = 0.05,
  )
```
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampl = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampl = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.9,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

# [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 11"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 12"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 13"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 14"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 15"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 16"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 17"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 18"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 19"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 20"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 21"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 22"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 23"
# [1] "ending parameter combination 24"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 25"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 26"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 27"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 28"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 29"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 30"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 31"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 32"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 33"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 34"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 35"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 36"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 37"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 38"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 39"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 40"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 41"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 42"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 43"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 44"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 45"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 46"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 47"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 48"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 49"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 50"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 51"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 52"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 53"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 54"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 55"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 56"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 57"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 58"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 59"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 60"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 61"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 62"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 63"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 64"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 65"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 66"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 67"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 68"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 69"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 70"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 71"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 72"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 73"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 74"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 75"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 76"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 77"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 78"
jt2 <- sens.exp3a.probestabmean.9a$multout

jt2$probadoptmean # the probabilities of adoption that were evaluated

##  [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
## [19] 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
## [37] 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
## [55] 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
## [73] 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1
## [91] 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the probability of
# adoption and management effect mean

newz <-
  matrix(-99, nrow = length(unique(jt2$probadoptmean)),
         ncol = length(unique(jt2$maneffmean)))

for(i in 1:length(unique(jt2$probadoptmean))) {
  for (j in 1:length(unique(jt2$maneffmean))) {
    newz[i, j] <-
      jt2$mestab[jt2$probadoptmean == unique(jt2$probadoptmean)[i] &
                 jt2$maneffmean == unique(jt2$maneffmean)[j]]
  }
}

ribbon3D(
  x = unique(jt2$probadoptmean),
  y = unique(jt2$maneffmean),
  z = newz,
  xlab = 'Mean prob adoption',
  ylab = 'Mean man effect',
  zlab = 'Prop bio estab',
  bty = 'b2'
)
The dark blue region indicates the range of combinations of the mean probability of adoption and the management effect mean that would be required to make the system sustainable under an increase from 0.5 probability of establishment to 0.9 probability of establishment (probabilities in the absence of management). The x- and y-axes run from 0 to 1.

A heatmap version of this plot:

```r
ggtemp <- as.data.frame(cbind(jt2$probadoptmean, jt2$maneffmean, jt2$mestab))
names(ggtemp) <- c('probadoptmean', 'maneffmean', 'Estab')

ggplot(data = ggtemp, aes(probadoptmean, maneffmean, fill = Estab)) + geom_tile() + xlab("Mean probability of adoption") + ylab("Mean management effect")
```
Experiment 3B - Adaptation function for sustainability

Again, suppose we are adapting to the scenario where, due to an environmental change and/or change in the bioentity, the mean probability of establishment (in the absence of management) increases from 0.5 to a higher probability. We would like to keep the ‘observed’ establishment rate below 0.2 for sustainable management.

Based on the previous analysis, we know we will probably need to increase both the mean adoption probability and the mean management effect. Suppose we can increase the mean management effect to 0.8. Then we can consider the ‘adaptation function’ for sustainability in terms of what mean adoption rate is necessary to keep the ‘observed’ establishment rate below 0.2.

sens.exp3b <-
INAscene(
nreals = 20,
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
umnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',


initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.05,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
probadopstd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = seq(0.5, 1, 0.1),
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.8,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 11"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 12"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 13"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 14"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 15"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 16"
jt2 <- sens.exp3b$multout

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the probability of
# adoption mean, separately for each level of the probability of establishment
# mean

# These are the 'observed' mean establishment proportions corresponding to the
# levels of the mean probability of adoption, in separate vectors by the
# probabilities of establishment running from 0.5 to 1.0
mestab0.5 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==0.5]
mestab0.6 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==0.6]
mestab0.7 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==0.7]
mestab0.8 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==0.8]
mestab0.9 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==0.9]
mestab1.0 <- jt2$mestab[jt2$probestabmean==1.0]
probadoptmean.frac <- jt2$probadoptmean[jt2$probestabmean==1.0]

# This last command can be used because the parameter values are evaluated from
# smaller to larger

plot(
  probadoptmean.frac,
  mestab0.5,
  xlab = 'Mean probability of adoption',
  ylab = 'Proportion nodes with invasive established',
  ylim = c(0, 1),
  col = 'orchid1',
  type = 'l'
)
lines(probadoptmean.frac, mestab0.6, col='orchid2')
lines(probadoptmean.frac, mestab0.7, col='orchid3')
lines(probadoptmean.frac, mestab0.8, col='darkorchid1')
lines(probadoptmean.frac, mestab0.9, col='darkorchid2')
lines(probadoptmean.frac, mestab1.0, col='darkorchid3')
text(x=1, y=0.4, labels='= 0.5', pos=2, col='orchid1')
text(x=1, y=0.5, labels='= 0.6', pos=2, col='orchid2')
text(x=1, y=0.6, labels='= 0.7', pos=2, col='orchid3')
text(x=1, y=0.7, labels='= 0.8', pos=2, col='darkorchid1')
text(x=1, y=0.8, labels='= 0.9', pos=2, col='darkorchid2')
text(
  x = 1,
  y = 0.9,
  labels = 'Probability of establishment in absence of management = 1.0',
  pos = 2,
  col = 'darkorchid3'
)
Next considering the adaptation function:

```r
# Now creating the plot of the adaptation function

# for each value of the probability of establishment from 0.5 to 1
# find the minimum probability of adoption required to keep the
# 'observed' establishment proportion below 0.2

probadoptrequired <- 1:6

probadoptrequired[1] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.5 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired[2] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.6 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired[3] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.7 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired[4] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.8 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired[5] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.9 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired[6] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab1.0 < 0.2])

plot(
  seq(0.5, 1.0, 0.1),
  probadoptrequired,
  xlab = 'Mean probability of establishment in absence of management',
  ylab = 'Mean adoption rate required',
  xlim = c(0, 1),
  ylim = c(0, 1),
  type = 'l',
  main = 'Adaptation function for sustainability',
  col = 'turquoise3',
  lwd = 3
)
```
Adaptation function for sustainability

This figure shows the technology adoption rate required to keep the mean ‘observed’ establishment rate below 0.2, as the probability of establishment (in the absence of management) increases from the baseline of 0.5. This assumes the mean management effect has already been increased to 0.8.

In a plot of bioentity success versus impact network parameter, the line indicating the required adaptation is interpreted as demarcating the ‘zone of adaptation for sustainability’.

Experiment 3C - Adaptation for resilience

In the ‘adaptation for resilience’ scenario, as a pulse stressor, a baseline starting proportion of nodes infected of 0.05 is compared to a new scenario where the starting proportion is 0.50.

```r
# Scenario with 0.05 proportion of nodes infected at the beginning of management
# (as already seen), and the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.5 (not
# elevated)

sens.exp3c.05 <- INAscene(
  nreals = 100,
  ntimesteps = 5,
  doplot = F,
  readgeocoords = F,
  geocoords = NA,
  numnodes = 50,
  xrange = c(0, 50),
  yrange = c(0, 50),
  randgeo = T,
  readinitinfo = F,
  initinfo = NA,
)```
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.05,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.5,
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.5,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.5,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"

t2 <- sens.exp3c.05$multout
t2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment

## [1] 0.1582

t2$estab5 # the 5th percentile of establishment

## [1] 0
## 0.3

Now a scenario where a climate event has acted as a pulse stressor, and the starting conditions are at 0.5 proportion invaded rather than 0.05.

### Scenario with 0.05 proportion of nodes infected at the beginning of management
### (as already seen), and the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.5 (not elevated)

```r
sens.exp3c.5 <- INAscene(
nreals = 100,
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
umnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.5,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampl = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampl = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.5,
probadoptstd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.5,
)
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.5,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"

jt2 <- sens.exp3c.5$multout

jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment

## [1] 0.254

jt2$estab5 # the 5th percentile of establishment

## [1] 0.139

jt2$estab95 # the 95th percentile of establishment

## [1] 0.36

The mean proportion establishment increased from around 0.15 to around 0.25 with the pulse stressor that increased the starting proportion established. The scenario allows for a reduction in establishment from the initial pulse stress population of 0.50 to around 0.25 over 5 time steps.

What increase in the mean probability of technology adoption would be needed to bring the mean ‘observed’ establishment back down to 0.15 for the same scenario?

# Scenario with the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.5 , for # multiple levels of probadoptmean

sens.exp3c.5 <-
INAscene(
nreals = 40,
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
umnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
ynodes = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.5,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.5,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.5,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sampeffort = NA
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 11"

jt2 <- sens.exp3c.5$multout

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the mean
# probability of technology adoption

plot(
If there is 100% adoption, the proportion nodes with the bioentity is brought down to around 0.2, so additional adaptations would be necessary to have the mean proportion nodes reduced to 0.15.

**Experiment 3D - Adaptation function for resilience**

The adaptation function for resilience indicates the adaptation required in terms of modifying one of the system parameters potentially under managers' direct control. The adaptation is in response to a pulse stressor that results in an unusually high proportion of locations with an invasive bioentity. What adaptation is necessary to bring the proportion locations with the bioentity established below 0.2 during the time steps considered? Suppose the management effect mean is brought up to 0.9. What is the adaptation function for resilience, based on adaptation through modifying the mean technology adoption probability?
# Scenario with the probability of establishment probestabmean=0.5, and probestabmean=0.5, with maneffmean=0.9. For a range of starting proportions for establishment of the bioentity (initbio.p=seq(0.05,0.55,0.1)), what is the effect of a range of values of propadoptmean (seq(0,1,0.1))? 

sens.exp3d <-
INAScene(
nreals = 40,
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
nnumnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = seq(0.05, 0.55, 0.1),
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamlb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamlb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.5,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.9,
maneffsd = 0.2,
usethreshman = F,
maneffthresh = NA,
sample effort = NA

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 11"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 12"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 13"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 14"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 15"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 16"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 17"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 18"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 19"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 20"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 21"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 22"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 23"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 24"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 25"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 26"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 27"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 28"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 29"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 30"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 31"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 32"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 33"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 34"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 35"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 36"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 37"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 38"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 39"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 40"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 41"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 42"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 43"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 44"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 45"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 46"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 47"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 48"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 49"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 50"
jt2 <- sens.exp3d$multout

# Plot how the mean 'observed' establishment proportion is a function of the
# probability of adoption mean, separately for each level of the starting
# proportion of nodes with the bioentity established

# These are the 'observed' mean establishment proportions corresponding to the
# levels of the starting proportion of nodes with establishment, in separate
# vectors by the starting proportion of nodes with establishment running from
# 0.05 to 0.55
mestab0.05 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.05]
mestab0.15 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.15]
mestab0.25 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.25]
mestab0.35 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.35]
mestab0.45 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.45]
mestab0.55 <- jt2$mestab[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.55]
probadoptmean.frac.p <- jt2$probadoptmean[round(jt2$initbio.p, digits=10)==0.55]

# note that the round command was used because of probalems with 0.15 being off
# by 2.775558e-17

# the last command in the set can be used because the parameter values are
# evaluated from smaller to larger

plot(
    probadoptmean.frac.p,
    mestab0.05,
    xlab = 'Mean probability of adoption',
    ylab = 'Proportion nodes starting with bioentity established',
    ylim = c(0, 1),
    col = 'orchid1',
    type = 'l'
  )
lines(probadoptmean.frac.p, mestab0.15, col='orchid2')
lines(probadoptmean.frac.p, mestab0.25, col='orchid3')
lines(probadoptmean.frac.p, mestab0.35, col='darkorchid1')
lines(probadoptmean.frac.p, mestab0.45, col='darkorchid2')
Next the adaptation function for this scenario:

```r
# Now creating the plot of the adaptation function
# for each value of the initial proportion establishment from 0.05 to 0.50
# find the minimum probability of adoption required to keep the
# 'observed' establishment proportion below 0.2
probadoptrequired.p <- 1:6

probadoptrequired.p[1] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.05 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired.p[2] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.15 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired.p[3] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.25 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired.p[4] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.35 < 0.2])
probadoptrequired.p[5] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.45 < 0.2])
```
probadoptrequired.p[6] <- min(probadoptmean.frac[mestab0.55 < 0.2])

plot(
    seq(0.05, 0.55, 0.1),
    probadoptrequired.p,
    xlab = 'Initial proportion nodes with bioentity',
    ylab = 'Mean adoption rate required',
    xlim = c(0, 1),
    ylim = c(0, 1),
    type = 'l',
    main = 'Adaptation function for resilience',
    col = 'turquoise3',
    lwd = 3
)

In a plot of bioentity success versus impact network parameter, the line indicating the required adaptation is interpreted as demarcating the 'zone of adaptation for resilience'.

Science of science example

In a science of science scenario analysis, the ability of a technology to improve regional management is also influenced by the outcome of an experiment. This could represent a scenario where a research group is testing management technologies and deciding whether to promote them or not. Depending on the effort invested by the scientists in the scenario, the management effect size is estimated with greater or lesser precision. When the management effect size estimate generated by the research group is below a threshold, information about the management is not communicated, so some share of scenario realizations do not include use of the management technology. In this illustrative experiment, the threshold for communication about management ranges from 0 (communication occurs regardless of the estimated management effect) to 1 (communication
cannot occur unless there is not uncertainty about the complete effectiveness of management). In this example, the management effect mean is 0.5 and the management effect standard deviation is fairly high, also 0.5, while the sampling effort is low, 1.

```r
sens.exp3s <-
  INAscene(
    nreals = 30,
    ntimesteps = 5,
    doplot = F,
    readgeocoords = F,
    geocoords = NA,
    numnodes = 50,
    xrange = c(0, 50),
    yrange = c(0, 50),
    randgeo = T,
    readinitinfo = F,
    initinfo = NA,
    initinfo.norp = 'prop',
    initinfo.n = NA,
    initinfo.p = 0.05,
    initinfo.dist = 'random',
    readinitbio = F,
    initbio = NA,
    initbio.norp = 'prop',
    initbio.n = NA,
    initbio.p = 0.05,
    initbio.dist = 'upedge',
    readseam = F,
    seam = NA,
    seamdist = 'powerlaw',
    seamrandp = NA,
    seampl = 1,
    seamplb = 1,
    readbpam = F,
    bpm = NA,
    bpmdist = 'powerlaw',
    bpmrandp = NA,
    bpmpl = 1,
    bpmplb = 1,
    readprobadoptvec = F,
    probadoptvec = NA,
    probadoptmean = 0.5,
    probadoptsd = 0.2,
    readprobestabvec = F,
    probestabvec = NA,
    probestabmean = 0.5,
    probestabsd = 0.2,
    maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
    maneffmean = 0.5,
    maneffsd = 0.5,
    usethreshman = T,
    maneffthresh = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
    sampeffort = 1
  )
```
```r
# ending parameter combination 1
# ending parameter combination 2
# ending parameter combination 3
# ending parameter combination 4
# ending parameter combination 5
# ending parameter combination 6
# ending parameter combination 7
# ending parameter combination 8
# ending parameter combination 9
# ending parameter combination 10
# ending parameter combination 11

jt2 <- sens.exp3s$multout

jt2$maneffthresh # the levels of the management effect threshold that were evaluated
## [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

jt2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates
## [1] 0.1640000 0.1700000 0.1760000 0.2026667 0.2253333 0.2460000 0.2633333
## [8] 0.2326667 0.2833333 0.2846667 0.3006667

# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the management effect threshold
plot(
jt2$maneffthresh,
jt2$mestab,
xlab = 'Management effect threshold for communication',
ylab = 'Proportion nodes with bioentity established',
ylim = c(0, 1),
col = 'red',
pch = 16
)
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$mestab, col='red')

# also indicate the 95th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$estab95, col='red', lty=2)

# also indicate the 5th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$estab5, col='red', lty=2)
```
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In this case, the management has only a modest regional effect on the bioentity. Consider another case where the probability of establishment in the absence of management (where the bioentity has dispersed) and the probability of technology adoption (where there has been communication about the technology) are both higher.

Note that these analyses explore the potential costs of not communicating about a technology. There are other types of costs of communicating about a technology for which the benefits have been overestimated.

```r
sens.exp3s2 <-
INAscene(
nreals = 30,
ntimesteps = 5,
doplot = F,
readgeocoords = F,
geocoords = NA,
numnodes = 50,
xrange = c(0, 50),
yrange = c(0, 50),
randgeo = T,
readinitinfo = F,
initinfo = NA,
initinfo.norp = 'prop',
initinfo.n = NA,
initinfo.p = 0.05,
initinfo.dist = 'random',
readinitbio = F,
initbio = NA,
initbio.norp = 'prop',
initbio.n = NA,
initbio.p = 0.05,
initbio.dist = 'upedge',
readseam = F,

```
seam = NA,
seamdist = 'powerlaw',
seamrandp = NA,
seampla = 1,
seamplb = 1,
readbpam = F,
bpam = NA,
bpamdist = 'powerlaw',
bpamrandp = NA,
bpampla = 1,
bpamplb = 1,
readprobadoptvec = F,
probadoptvec = NA,
probadoptmean = 0.9,
probadoptsd = 0.2,
readprobestabvec = F,
probestabvec = NA,
probestabmean = 0.9,
probestabsd = 0.2,
maneffdir = 'decrease_estab',
maneffmean = 0.5,
maneffsd = 0.5,
usethreshman = T,
maneffthresh = seq(0, 1, 0.1),
sampeffort = 1
)

## [1] "ending parameter combination 1"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 2"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 3"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 4"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 5"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 6"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 7"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 8"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 9"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 10"
## [1] "ending parameter combination 11"

t2 <- sens.exp3s2$multout
t2$maneffthresh # the levels of the management effect threshold that were evaluated

## [1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
t2$mestab # the resulting mean establishment rates

## [1] 0.3353333 0.3646667 0.3740000 0.5180000 0.4333333 0.5193333 0.6380000
## [8] 0.5773333 0.6973333 0.7346667 0.7180000
# Plot how the mean establishment proportion is a function of the management effect threshold

```r
plot(
    jt2$maneffthresh, 
    jt2$mestab, 
    xlab = 'Management effect threshold for communication', 
    ylab = 'Proportion nodes with bioentity established', 
    ylim = c(0, 1), 
    col = 'red', 
    pch = 16 
)
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$mestab, col='red')

# also indicate the 95th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$estab95, col='red', lty=2)

# also indicate the 5th percentile
lines(jt2$maneffthresh, jt2$estab5, col='red', lty=2)
```

In this case, a wider range of outcomes is observed, as indicated by the 5th and 95th percentiles of the bioentity establishment.
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